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Abstract. We investigate the role of stellar mass in shaping the intrinsic thickness of faint systems by deter-
mining the probability distribution of apparent axis ratios for two different samples that probe the faint end of the
galaxy luminosity function (MB < −8). We find that the b/a distribution is a strong function of M∗, and identify
a limiting stellar mass M∗ ≈ 2 × 109 M⊙ below which galaxies start to be systematically thicker. We argue that
this is the result of the complex interplay between galaxy mass, specific angular momentum and stellar feedback
effects: the increasing importance of turbulent motions in lower mass galaxies leads to the formation of thicker
systems. We find a good agreement between our results and the latest numerical simulations of dwarf galaxy
formation, and discuss several further implications of this finding –including the formation of bars and spirals in
faint galaxies, the deprojection of Hi line profiles and simulations of environmental effects on dwarf galaxies.
1 Introduction
Galaxy discs are key structural components in the picture
of galaxy formation. Despite their enormous importance,
understanding the details of disc formation remains ex-
tremely challenging, with successful models requiring the
inclusion of numerous baryonic processes such as gas cool-
ing, and heating by a cosmic UV field, star formation and
supernovae [1]. This approach, in turn, raises the question
of which role does mass play in shaping the properties of
discs, as these strong feedback processes are expected to
produce a greater influence in lower-mass galaxies [2].
In [3] we addressed this issue by investigating the range
of masses where thin discs exist. Given that the intrinsic
thickness of a disc population can be identified as the min-
imum value of the distribution of apparent axis ratios, we
studied the probability distribution of b/a as a function
of galaxy mass (luminosity) for two different samples that
probe the faint end of the galaxy luminosity function.
2 The probability distribution of b/a
The first sample consists of all 9245 galaxies in the SDSS-
DR7 with recession velocities in the 2000 < cz < 6000
km s−1 range, thus being volume-limited for objects with
Mi ≤ −16.5 and including systems as faint as Mi = −14.5.
In order to extend our analysis to even fainter luminosities,
we also analysed the catalogue of neighbouring galaxies
of [4]. This is an all-sky catalogue including 445 galaxies
brighter than MB = −8 with individual distance estimates
D ≤ 10 Mpc. In both cases we have used 25 mag arcsec−2
isophotal axis ratios, which provide robust measurements
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of galaxy shapes at their outer regions –thus minimising
the effects of dust and bulges.
In Fig. 1 we present the probability distribution (grey
scale) of b/a in intervals of stellar mass (luminosity) for
the SDSS (Local Volume) sample. The distribution is a
strong function of M∗ (MB), with M∗ . 2 × 109 M⊙ galax-
ies being systematically thicker as they are fainter. The
fraction of low-mass thin galaxies never exceeds a few per
cent, and the overall b/a distribution suggests that galax-
ies with stellar masses M∗ ∼ 107 M⊙ are most probably
spheroidal systems.
2.1 Ruling out environmental effects
In order to test if environmental effects could be responsi-
ble of the observed trend, for each SDSS galaxy we have
computed a tidal parameter that is proportional to the max-
imum ratio of external to internal forces that act on a galaxy
[3]. We find that low-mass galaxies are in general less tidally
affected than their more massive counterparts (see Fig. 2) –
consistent with them being mostly central and not satellite
galaxies. We conclude that tidal effects are not responsible
of the increasing thickness found in fainter galaxies, and
suggest that the effect is probably related to the increasing
importance of feedback mechanisms in low-mass haloes.
3 The effects of stellar feedback and their
implications
Numerical and analytical estimates [2] suggest that the fi-
nal morphology of a galaxy is the result of the complex
interplay between the turbulent support provided by a gas
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Fig. 1. Probability distribution of b/a in intervals of M∗ for the SDSS (left) and Local Volume (right) samples. The starred symbols
indicate the edge-on thickness of the dwarf galaxies simulated by [1]. The central figure shows the fraction of galaxies in each mass
interval having a lower b/a than the specified value. The peak of the distribution at M∗ ≈ 2 × 109 M⊙ can be identified as the minimum
mass of thin disc galaxies.
Fig. 2. Probability distribution of the tidal parameter in bins of
stellar mass for the SDSS sample. Note that low-mass galax-
ies are in general less tidally affected than their more massive
counterparts. For reference we show the corresponding values for
three local-volume dwarf galaxies experiencing different levels of
interaction with M31.
temperature floor –as might arise in the presence of a cos-
mic UV field and/or due to stellar feedback– and the an-
gular momentum support, characterised by the dimension-
less spin parameter λ. For low-mass haloes, the pressure
support radius becomes comparable to or larger than the
rotational support radius, and thus galaxies are naturally
formed thicker.
In order to check if stellar feedback effects can be ef-
fectively responsible of the previous trend, we have de-
rived the intrinsic thickness of the dwarf galaxies recently
modelled by [1]. These hydrodynamical simulations have
first produced realistic dwarf galaxies thanks to their high
resolution and a detailed treatment of baryonic processes.
We measured 25 mag arcsec−2 isophotal axis ratios using
r-band edge-on images of the dwarfs (starred symbols in
Fig. 1, left). Interestingly, the least massive galaxy simu-
lated by [1], despite having the same λ and a quieter merg-
ing history than the more massive one, is even thicker,
nicely following the trend with mass we find. However,
their q0 are higher than the minimum thickness we obtain
for similar mass galaxies, and we speculate as to whether
these flatter objects could reside in haloes with higher spin
parameters. We therefore suggest that star formation feed-
back effects –which can remove low angular momentum
material and produce bulgeless dwarfs with shallow central
dark matter profiles– are also responsible of the increas-
ing thickness of low mass galaxies. The shallower poten-
tial well certainly allows more turbulent (and therefore also
vertical) motions, so stars naturally settle in a thicker disc.
The fact that fainter galaxies are systematically thicker
has further profound implications. First, the prevalence of
turbulent motions likely inhibits the formation of bars and
spirals in low-mass galaxies [5]. Second, a varying intrin-
sic thickness can introduce serious systematic errors in cal-
culated inclinations if they are computed assuming discs
have a universal, fixed q0 –as is usually done when depro-
jecting Hi line profiles. Finally, thick dwarfs with shallow
central dark matter profiles should be more susceptible to
dynamical interactions than most simulations predict.
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